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The images were taken at 1.4 Mx magnification at a sampling rate of 0.013 nm/ pixel. The focus step is 0.3nm.  Compared with 
calculated images the thickness is found to be in the range of 2.0 ~ 4.5 nm. Closely looking at  the images, the Si-N dumbells and
single N columns are clearly resolved. From over-focus (-3.0 nm) to underfocus (+1.0 nm), the image contasts vary from bright ‘white-
atoms‘ (b) into ‘dark atoms‘ (c), however, point resolution is almost the same as revealed by CTF (e), therefore, the Si-N dumbells are 
still resolved in ‘dark-atom‘ image (c). 

I .I . Image calculationImage calculationss with  different Cwith  different Css alongalong SiSi33NN44 [000[000--1]1]

The calculated  images  show that under  CThe calculated  images  show that under  Css and a small overfocus (indicated by ‘and a small overfocus (indicated by ‘--‘ ), Si‘ ), Si--N dumbells and N dumbells and 
individual  nitrogen  columns are well resolved over a large ranindividual  nitrogen  columns are well resolved over a large range, and presenting  bright ‘ white atoms‘ on ge, and presenting  bright ‘ white atoms‘ on 
dark background.  Asymetrical image contrast demonstrates the nodark background.  Asymetrical image contrast demonstrates the nonn--linear contributions. linear contributions. 

Si and N atom arrangements in dumbbells of 
the six-membered ring are counter-clockwise.

Lattice constants: 
a=b= 7.608(5),  c= 2.911(1).  Hexagonal (P 
63/m, No.176)

Ref. Wild, S; et al ., Special Ceramics (1972), 5, 385-395.

II.   Experimental HRTEM images along SiII.   Experimental HRTEM images along Si33NN44 [000[000--1]  with  a 1]  with  a differentdifferent CCss

III. Imaging of sixIII. Imaging of six--memberedmembered rings in Sirings in Si33NN44 by a combination of Csby a combination of Cs--corrected HRTEM and corrected HRTEM and ffocusocus--series series 
rreconstructionseconstructions
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HRTEM Experimental conditions HRTEM Experimental conditions 

A2:  2.629nm / A2:  2.629nm / --100.2deg     (95%: 7.49nm)100.2deg     (95%: 7.49nm)

B2 :  2.26nm / +117.1deg     (95%: 3.78nm)B2 :  2.26nm / +117.1deg     (95%: 3.78nm)

C3 : C3 : --419.1nm                       (95%:  194nm)419.1nm                       (95%:  194nm)

A3:  44.27nm /  +89.7deg      (95%:  239nm)A3:  44.27nm /  +89.7deg      (95%:  239nm)

S3:  112.9nm / +172.2deg     (95%: 90.4nm)S3:  112.9nm / +172.2deg     (95%: 90.4nm)

A4:  3.036um /  +48.4deg      (95%: 8.42um)A4:  3.036um /  +48.4deg      (95%: 8.42um)
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(a) The image was taken at 620 k magnification, corresponding to a sampling rate of  0.029 nm/ pixel. Close examination 
reveals a different orientation relative to the above one. (b) Fourier components of the structural image extend into the 
sub-ångstrom region as indicted by arrow.

C1: C1: --252.8nm  (95%: 1.94nm)252.8nm  (95%: 1.94nm)

A1:  1.828nm A1:  1.828nm (95%: 4.67nm)(95%: 4.67nm)

A2:  76.92nm A2:  76.92nm (95%: 36.1nm)(95%: 36.1nm)

B2:  12.64nm B2:  12.64nm (95%:   16nm)(95%:   16nm)

C3:  149.5nm    (95%:  942nm)C3:  149.5nm    (95%:  942nm)

A3:  902.7nm A3:  902.7nm (95%: 1.41um)(95%: 1.41um)

S3:  241.1nmS3:  241.1nm (95%:  525nm)(95%:  525nm)

A4:  124.6um A4:  124.6um (95%: 60.9um)(95%: 60.9um)

IIII--B .  HRTEM image along SiB .  HRTEM image along Si33NN44 [0001]  with  small positive C[0001]  with  small positive Css

(a)
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0.077nm

II--A . A . CCss required required to resolve the to resolve the SiSi--N dumbbells in  SiN dumbbells in  Si33NN44

II--B. Image  calculation under B. Image  calculation under the the symmetrical  Csymmetrical  Css and  defocusand  defocus

Defoci measured for individual micrographs from  the through-
focus series of image in (a).Value of average focal step size 
(linear fit):  -1.72 +/- 0.02 nm.
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II--C. Understanding of C. Understanding of image image contrast in a Ccontrast in a Css ––corrected HRTEMcorrected HRTEM

Partial spatial and Partial spatial and 
temporal envelops temporal envelops 
included, voltage: 300kV; included, voltage: 300kV; 
Defocus spread: 3.5 nm,  Defocus spread: 3.5 nm,  
Beam half conv.1.00 mrad,  Beam half conv.1.00 mrad,  
no specimen driftno specimen drift

Transfer FunctionsTransfer Functions

Real partReal part

Phase contrast transfer functionPhase contrast transfer function

5.0 nm 9.0 nm 

f  = 0.0  nm

Cs  = 0.0  mm

f  = - 4.3  nm

Cs  = - 0.01 mm

f  = + 4.3 nm

Cs  = + 0.01 mm

Sum (a+b)

2.0 nm Thickness

a

b

Difference (a-b)

NonNon--linear contrast linear contrast 
contribution enhanced contribution enhanced ——
Contribution from quadratic Contribution from quadratic 
term in the intensity .term in the intensity .

NonNon--linear contrast linear contrast 
contribution disappear  (nearly contribution disappear  (nearly 
pure phase constrat)pure phase constrat)------
Contribution from quadratic Contribution from quadratic 
term in the intensity cancelled term in the intensity cancelled 
each othereach other

(a) Three experimental images in a through-focus series. Viewing direction along [0001],  the defocus are 21.6 nm ( No.1), 14.7 nm (No.5), 6.1 nm (No.10), respectively. All 
images were acquired at 620k, corresponding to a sampling  rate of 0.029 nm/ pixel.  (b) Reconstructed phase image, showing a crystal structure of Si3N4, atomic model 
superimposed.  (c) Reconstructed amplitude image..  Compared with the above experimental image (Fig.II),  Si-N dumbells seem not well resovled, which has to be clarified!
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IIII--AA .  HRTEM image along Si.  HRTEM image along Si33NN44 [000[000--1]  with  small 1]  with  small negative negative CCss
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CCs :  s :  ((--419.1 419.1 194194 )) nmnm

SiSi33NN44 [0001][0001]-

SiSi NN
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resolution at Scherzer defocus
dmin= 0.6(Cs

3)0.25

to revolve dumbells with a 
spacing of  0.88 nm,   Cs  
has to be less ~ 60   m .

IV  ZnO  atomic structure with Oxygen sublatticeIV  ZnO  atomic structure with Oxygen sublattice

Direct determination of polarity  possible by Cs-corrected HRTEM !

CCss == (( --55.555.5 ±±343343 )) nm)nm)
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